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Wood Unit Stencil
VIAjet™ V-SERIES DROP-ON-DEMAND VALVE JET PRINTERS POWERED BY MPERIA®
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EXCEPTIONAL BRANDING ON YOUR STACKED UNITS 
OF ENGINEERED WOOD PRODUCTS 
Manufacturers of engineered wood products often brand the sides of units 
(stacked product) for both identification and marketing purposes using stenciling 
systems.  From transport to retail shelves, these stencil marks represent brand 
quality and help influence purchase behavior.

Problem: Traditional Stenciling

+   Manual stenciling extremely labor intensive

+   Robotic systems significantly larger, more 
complex and maintenance heavy

+   Air handling and fluid waste management 
required for atomized paint systems

+   Poor marking leads to perceived product 
inferiority in the marketplace

+   Machined stencils difficult to swap, lock-out 
tag-out required for maintenance

+   Substantial paint waste with overspray and 
splatter

Solution: V-Series Unit Stenciling
+   Digital stencil templates centrally stored, 

updated and applied as required

+   Precise marking, less fluid usage, cleaner and 
lower costs

+   Little to no production line modification with a 
compact design and on-line stencil marking
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+   Superior clarity, quality and detail compared to paint based 
stencil systems

+   V-Series Drop-on-Demand valve jet 8000+ printheads 
are designed for harsh industrial environments and are a 
standard in the wood marking industry

+   V-Series unit stencil system does not require air handling nor 
fluid waste management, lowering operational costs

+   True Zero VOC and HAPS inks with 1-3 second dry times that 
are APA approved

+   Seamless PLC integration that includes production reporting 
of panels & grades, I/O integration and built-in ink 
consumption calculation

+   Increase productivity and efficiency: unit stacks pass in front 
of printhead logo plate, no stopping the line for a stencil 
plate

Unit Stencil System Advantages - VIAjet™ V-Series 

+   Enclosed MPERIA® controller with stand

+   Additional marking for barcode, LPA, or unit striping; all 
easily integrated with MPERIA

+   Ethernet IP Gateway for PLCs, Command Protocol and Line 
Action Protocol for non Allen Bradley PLCs

+   Ethernet I/O - binary messe, fluid alarm, I/O control and 
status

+   Ink mounting racks with airline filter and I/O module 
mounting 

+   275 gallon ink tote for water-based ink applications

+   Fluid transfer pump with 25 gallon holding tank used in 
conjuction with 275 gallon ink tote

+   Flammable fluid storage cabinets in 5, 55, & 60 gallon 
capacities

Unit Stencil System Options to Consider 
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Matthews Marking Systems is a global supplier of marking and coding solutions for product 
identification, branding, and traceability. Our customers trust us to help them achieve increased 
productivity while driving bottom line improvement with reliable systems for any application. With 
over 160 years of marking and coding experience, we’ve established a global reputation as a premier 
innovator helping customers succeed in industrial and consumer goods packaging industries.
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Solution Schematic

Related Solutions

Inkjet Barcode Regulatory Marking
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